












WEAKNESSES

The days of fighting with printers are over. Go paperless: quickly 
create and organize your notes with OneNote, and access them 
away from your desk on most any device. The new Clutter feature in 
Outlook keeps your email organized by using machine learning to 
automatically highlight important messages and eliminate messy 
inboxes. Not sure how to get your graph in Excel the way you want 
it? Use Tell Me to quickly get the commands you need.
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Superior organization

Enhanced search

Anywhere access

Engaging teambuilding and trainings

Printer jams

PC LOAD LETTER

SUperhuman ResoUrces

SUPER STRENGTHS

With 1 TB of One Drive storage on Office 365 and Windows 10, you 
have the built-in, secure way to store and share all of your stuff. 
Start on the path to paperless at http://aka.ms/it-pro-adventures.

DID YOU KNOW?

Digital storage

Bad moustache days
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OneNote & Office organization 
tools
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WEAKNESSES

Use Office 2016 on all your devices. Cloud capabilities make sure 
you never leave an important document at your desk. Office 2016 
is optimized for tablets, so you can use your stylus for edits, math 
input control, and more. The new Tell Me feature locates the 
commands you need, simply by typing what you want to do, so 
it’s easier to create more impactful presentations in PowerPoint.
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Access on most any device

Cloud capabilities

Smart applications

Wears a watch– to tell time

No service

New Wi-Fi passwords

bOOster Sales
SUPER STRENGTHS

You can use Office 2016 on up to five PCs, five mobile devices, and 
through the web. Learn more at http://aka.ms/it-pro-adventures.

DID YOU KNOW?

Modern productivity

Product launches
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Meet the Super Users!
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WEAKNESSES

Grace and her fellow FastTrack Engineers are here to help your 
organization get started with its Office 2016 deployment. The 
Microsoft FastTrack Team is your go-to resource for all things Office, 
and can help you enable Office 2016, select the update rollout 
branch that’s right for your users, and make sure it all goes 
smoothly. Grace helped David, Steve, and Maria empower the users 
at Woodgrove Bank – and there’s a FastTrack Engineer waiting now 
to help you enable Office 2016. 
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Vast knowledge of all things Office

Ready answers to all your questions

Able to go the extra mile in a single call

A great phone voice

Bad signals

Wearing her headset at home

the EngineER
SUPER STRENGTHS

FastTrack engineers are here to help. You can learn more about the 
FastTrack Center by visiting http://aka.ms/it-pro-adventures.

DID YOU KNOW?
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Microsoft FastTrack Center
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Hands free headset
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Meet the Deployment Team!

WEAKNESSES

Enable Office 365 to unleash the power of modern IT and address 
many of your organization’s initiatives in one fell swoop. It’s 
easy to deploy Office 2016—choose the rollout branch that works 
best for you, and remember, Microsoft FastTrack Engineers are 
always eager to help. Give your users the cloud capabilities and 
enhanced tools they want while maintaining control of groups 
and registries. Empower employees and stay on the cutting edge 
without headaches.
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Modern IT

Easy deployments

Empowering users

Having the right cable

Battles with budgets

CFO mandates

it Team
SUPER STRENGTHS

You can enable Multi-factor Authentication for an extra layer of 
security that allows your users to securely access content when 
they’re away from your corporate network. To see how easy it is 
to set up, go to http://aka.ms/it-pro-adventures.
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Control of policies and registries

Cascades of user support tickets
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IT
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Enabling Office 365
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WEAKNESSES

Excel 2016 is faster, more powerful, and more user friendly than 
ever. Excel connects with all your data sources—from Salesforce, 
to Hadoop, to tables from websites—and quickly combines it to 
get you analysis in seconds. Along with bringing all your data 
to one place and analyzing hundreds of millions of data rows at 
high speed, Excel can help you see into the future with 
one-click forecasting.
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One-click forecasting

Modern charts and graphs

Easy data modeling

Actually understands how VLOOKUP works

Spreadsheet obsession

Adding an extra zero

DataSTream
SUPER STRENGTHS

Excel offers integrated publishing to Power BI to help you make 
the most of your data. Find resources to educate your end users 
at http://aka.ms/it-pro-adventures.

DID YOU KNOW?

Powerful analytics

Remembering the grocery list
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Excel
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You can create and edit documents anytime, anywhere—and 
now, you can work on them with teammates without being in 
the same room. Real-time collaboration is available in Office 
2016 for Windows desktop applications. See where other editors 
are working and what they are writing, as they write it. Resolve 
coauthoring conflicts in PowerPoint easily, so you don’t have to 
sift through individual comments. Office 2016 makes working 
together better than ever across the Office suite. 
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Real-time coauthoring

Enhanced collaboration

Improved conflict resolution

Uncanny ability to finish each other’s sentences

Apps with limited collaboration capabilities

Sending the same requests to IT
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SUPER STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

Send documents, store them in SharePoint, and remove the worry 
and hassle of managing permissions - all through Outlook. See 
how modern attachments can help your organization by visiting 
http://aka.ms/it-pro-adventures.
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Modern attachments

File-name versioning
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